
M Easy Stand Desktop Black

Welcome to a new way of work life. Spending full
working days sitting behind a desk can create
health issues, short or long term.

The M Easy Stand converts any tabletop into a
healthy sit and stand desk. Adjust your work
position anytime you feel with little or no hassle.

Finally a solution that is as fast and easy to use
as the person who uses it. When seated the work
surface is tight to your desktop, with little or no
difference from how you work today. Use the
release handle and the work surface is raised and
stopped where the user finds it in a good position
and there locked. Work can continue. With its
space efficient footprint and very repositioning technology this is a clear alternative to a standard
motorized table which is slow

 
The M Easy Stand use premium materials all in a clean Nordic design and one of the most flexible and
elegant stands of its kind. The back pillar of the Workstation enables easy height adjustment of both
screen and keyboard table.

Since the movement is very flexible it makes the M Easy Stand well suited to match users of near any
height. As the monitor follows the user when a new work position is in place there are vast adjustment
possibilities for the monitor to tilt, angle or even turn it into a pivot position.

Highlights
Switch between a sitting or standing position in a matter of seconds
Keep your monitor in perfect viewing position. Tilted, pivoted and/ or angled
Scandinavian design
Single and Dual monitor solutions available
Cable management included
Tested to keep the product working way beyond its natural lifecycle - Highest quality lift technology used

SPECIFICATION

M Easy Stand Desktop Black

Article No: 7 350 073 733 156

Colour: Black

Material: Aluminum

For screen size: < 30"

Screen weight: 1.5 - 7.5 kg

VESA standard: 75x75 100x100

Screen adjustment: 140 mm

Height adjustment: 460 mm

Screen tilt: Yes, ± 25°

Screen rotate: Yes, 360°

Table size: 640x360 mm (WxD)

Table weight: 0-10 kg

Weight: 13.6 kg

Max load: 7.5 kg

Warranty: 5 years

View more images and videos for this product at http://multibrackets.com/3156

        

  
Multibrackets Europe AB

Ready when you are

EAN: 7350073733156

M Easy Stand Desktop Black - Stand for LCD /
plasma panel - black - VESA 75x75 & 100x100,
screen size: < 30" - height adjustable, table-top
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